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DISCUSSION: The application was denied by the Field Office Director, Ciudad Juarez, Mexico. The matter 
is now before the Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) on appeal. The appeal will be dismissed as the 
underlying waiver application is moot. 

The applicant is a native and citizen of Mexico who was found to be inadmissible to the United States under 
section 212(a)(9)(B)(i)(II) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. 4 1182(a)(9)(B)(i)(II), 
for having been unlawfully present in the United States for a period of one year or more. The applicant is 
married to a U.S. citizen and was the beneficiary of an approved Petition for Alien Relative. The applicant 
seeks a waiver of inadmissibility pursuant to section 212(a)(9)(B)(v) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 4 1182(a)(9)(B)(v), 
in order to return to the United States and reside with his spouse. 

The field office director concluded that the applicant failed to establish that extreme hardship would be 
imposed on a qualifying relative and denied the Application for Waiver of Grounds of Inadmissibility (Form 
1-601) accordingly. See Decision of the Field Ofice Director dated September 23,2009. 

On January 5,2010, the applicant's wife submitted a letter that states, 

I , ,  would like to withdraw the Form I-290B, Notice of Appeal filed on 
behalf of my husband, . . . . I will be seeking a divorce from him 
and I no longer wish to help him become legal. Letter from Y dated 
January 5,2010. 

8 C.F.R. 4 103.2(b)(6) states, 

(6) An applicant or petitioner may withdraw an application or petition at any time until a 
decision is issued by USCIS or, in the case of an approved petition, until the person is 
admitted or granted adjustment or change of status, based on the petition. However, a 
withdrawal may not be retracted. 

The applicant is no longer eligible for an immigrant visa because the underlying Petition for Alien Relative is 
being withdrawn by the petitioner. As he is not eligible to apply for an immigrant visa, there is no need to 
adjudicate the Form 1-601 waiver of inadmissibility. Accordingly, the appeal will be dismissed. 

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. 


